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SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR SUPPORT FOR MID-ATLANTIC NORTH REGION

The following ammendment is to clarify and/or revise the answers previously provided in Amendment 0009.

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

SEAN GEMMELL, CONTRACTING OFFICER



Solicitation SPM300--13-R-0078, Amendment 0012 
Subsistence CONUS Prime Vendor for Mid-Atlantic North Region

The following are provided to clarify and/or revise the answers previously provided in Amendment 
0009.  Offerors are reminded that all answers are provided for clarification purposes only and do not 
change the requirements in the solicitation.   

1. The answer to question 9 is replaced as follows: 

REFERENCE: DLAD 52.216-9064 ECONOMIC PRICE ADJUSTMENT (EPA) – ACTUAL 
MATERIAL COSTS FOR SUBSISTENCE DELIVERED PRICE BUSINESS MODEL – DLA TROOP 
SUPPORT SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR (SPV) CONTIGUOUS UNITED STATES (CONUS) 
(FEB 2013) 

9. VENDOR QUESTION: Is there any restriction on the mechanism or entity through which Private 
Label Holders set the price for invoices that establish delivered price?  For example:

a. May such distributors set the price of their products through intermediaries who do not 
directly manufacture or grow the product? 

DLA Troop Support Answer: Yes. A distributor that meets one of the definitions of 
Private Label Holder may set its price as it sees fit, provided it is done in a commercial 
marketplace and the price is input in its system as the starting basis for all customer pricing, 
as required in the definition of Delivered Price. 

b. May such distributors set price through the use of a distributor business unit or affiliated 
organization? 
DLA Troop Support Answer: Yes; see above answer.

c. May such distributors set price through the use of a price list? 

DLA Troop Support Answer: Yes; see above answer.

2. Questions 54 and 61 are revised as follows: 

REFERENCE:   SUPPORTING PRODUCT INFORMATION, A. Invoices/Quotes.

54. VENDOR QUESTION:   Is there any minimum number of weeks that a quote must last to be considered 
valid?   



DLA Troop Support Answer:  To be considered a valid quote, the price should be in effect for a 
period of time consistent with the period of time a quote for such item is normally valid in the 
commercial marketplace, and the offeror must be willing to hold this price through final proposal 
revisions (at least as long as the 271 day period specified for Period for Acceptance of Offers in 
paragraph 2 of the Addendum to FAR 52.212-1).   If awarded the contract, the quoted price (or 
lower price if available) must be held through the initial catalog and the product must be available to 
our customers.

61. VENDOR QUESTION:   Confirm that there is no minimum time for the duration of a quote period.   

DLA Troop Support Answer:  To be considered a valid quote, the price should be in effect for a 
period of time consistent with the period of time a quote for such item is normally valid in the 
commercial marketplace, and the offeror must be willing to hold this price through final proposal 
revisions (at least as long as the 271 day period specified for Period for Acceptance of Offers in 
paragraph 2 of the Addendum to FAR 52.212-1).   If awarded the contract, the quoted price (or 
lower price if available) must be held through the initial catalog and the product must be available to 
our customers. 

3. Questions 55, 58, and 59 remain unchanged.  DLAD 52.216-9064 and related pricing provisions define 
Delivered Price as the most recent “commercial price per unit to the Contractor, inclusive of all standard 
freight, that is input in the Contractor’s purchasing system as the starting basis for its pricing to 
customers…” and require that “the delivered price to [the contractor’s] delivering warehouse” is 
“identical to the delivered price of such product sold at the same time to its other customers.”  The 
definition of Standard Freight states that standard freight may include interdivision transfers between 
the contractor’s warehouses “provided the delivered price (inclusive of standard freight) of a product at 
a given time is identical to the delivered price of the same product at the same time to other 
commercial customers in the  SPV Contractor’s electronic purchasing system.”  This language requires 
delivered price to be identical to the single price in the contractor’s system for its delivering warehouse, 
not a or any price into the contractor’s corporate distribution network. 


